
      Booster conversation22
Date: 

_____ / _____ / 20______ 

I feel 

___________________________________________.

UNIT

1

I can introduce my friend and his/her hobbies.
I can begin to use the third person singular with a few verbs. 
I can say some common activities and activity items.
I can say the months of the year and ordinal numbers up to the 31st. 
I can read and say words with ch and sh.

Mission:

      Project44
       Interview a classmate:  

You: What’s your hobby?  Classmate:  I like to          . I need          .

       Draw a gift for classmate’s hobby. Say  

- “Here you are. It’s a              . / They're              s.”

       Complete the sentences below and introduce your classmate. 

e.g. This is Pinpin. She likes to follow fashion. She needs earrings.

1

2

3

This is 
                                      .

He/She likes to
                                      .

He/She needs
                                      .

Let’s buy a gift  
for Chuck.

What’s Uncle  
Chuck’s hobby?

Listen and match the words. Then say the sentences.

e.g. I like to play soccer. I need a soccer ball.

I like to                  .

Hobbies
I need                  .

Gifts

play video games play the piano a picture book a soccer ball

follow fashion go snowboarding snowboarding gloves VR goggles

play soccer ballet shoesplay chess a chess set

do ballet read books sheet music
earrings, a necklace, 
a bracelet, makeup

      Booster grammar33
I like/I don't like

He/She likes to

He/She doesn't like

to

play video games.

read books.

play soccer.

     Vocabulary11

Track No.3

A gift for you

What’s your 
hobby?

He likes to 
follow fasion.
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1

5

2

6

3 4

How about a 
fashion shop?

A shirt, shorts, 
and makeup!

Pinpin likes 
fashion, too!

Yes, but we like 
lunch more!

How about a 
chess shop?

How about a 
pet fish shop?

No, Chuck doesn‛t
play chess. No, Chuck likes dogs.

Yes! Chuck 
loves fashion!

      Listen and complete the sentences44

Phonics

     Listen, point and say11
Track No.4

How many ch sounds?      1       2       3       4    

How many sh sounds?      1       2       3       4    

      Listen and count33

1. chips       2. chess       3. lunch       4. ship       5. shell       6. shop

      Listen and circle22

      Phonics comic55
chips chess lunch

ch

ship shell shop

sh

She likes to eat                                    for                                    .

The                                    is in the                                    .

play soccer ship play the piano

read books chess do ballet

chips play video games shop

Word boost

       Reading check -  try to read between 35-40 seconds,  

then between 30-35 seconds.

 Listen and circle these words in the comic.
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UNIT 1
Booster

I can introduce my friend and his/her hobbies.
I can begin to use the third person singular with a few verbs. 
I can say some common activities and activity items.
I can say the months of the year and ordinal numbers up to the 31st. 
I can read and say words with ch and sh.  

Mission Check:

   Message   

e.g. Great!

When’s Uncle 
Chuck’s birthday?

When’s your 
birthday?

It’s October 23rd.

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th
first second third fourth fifth sixth

7th 8th 9th 10th 11th 12th
seventh eighth ninth tenth eleventh twelfth

13th 14th 15th 16th 17th 18th
thirteenth fourteenth fifteenth sixteenth seventeenth eighteenth

19th 20th 21st 22nd 23rd 24th
nineteenth twentieth twenty-first twenty-second twenty-third twenty-fourth

25th 26th 27th 28th 29th 30th
twenty-fifth twenty-sixth twenty-seventh twenty-eighth twenty-ninth thirtieth

31st
thirty-first

Date Ordinal Number for date

      Ordinal numbers44
Practice saying the ordinal numbers 1st-31st. 

e.g. When's your birthday? It’s October twenty-third.

      Listen and number33

     Booster conversation11
Track No.5

      Calendar22
      Listen and repeat.

      Listen. Match and draw.

1

2

10 11 12

4 5 6

1 2 3

7 8 9

1

42

3
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